
 

ENGLISH (IBPS CLERK 13 SEPTEMBER 2018)

FILL IN THE BLANK 

Q1.   As Kerala is coming back to a ------- after the devastation, it is time to 

ponder on the ----- of the floods. 

 A. renaissance, rationale B. conclusion, aftermath 

 C. progress, assistance D. regress, impacts 

 E. normalcy, problem 

Ans:  A 

Q.2.  One of the major ----- of dams is flood protection, to ----- the flow of water 

and its impact downstream. 

 A. objective, attenuate B. motif, widespread 

 C. functions, diminish D. features, deviate 

 E. problems, reserve 

Ans:  C  

Q.3.  ------ the orders of the Supreme Court in the mercy petition, the Tamil Nadu 

government has recommended to the Governor to ------ and release all the 

seven convicts. 

 A. In spite of, pardon  B. despite, incarcerate 

 C. in accordance with, sentence D. following, excuse 

 E. accepting, plead 

Ans:  D 

Q.4.  In our system of ------, the Governor is a constitutional head who has to act 

on the ------- of the Council of Ministers. 

 A. sovereignity, discretion  B. democracy, advice 

 C. republic, suggestion D. fraternity, footstep 

 E. integrity, support 

Ans:  B 

Q.5.  The Economic Survey 2017-18 revealed that women ------ only 24% of the 

Indian workforce and as India grows economically, unfortunately the 

number of women in workplaces is ------ steadily. 

 A. consist, declining B. comprises, decreasing 

 C. solicit, increasing D. contribute, vitiating 

 E. mark, diminishing 

Ans: E 

Q.6.  The Supreme Court has set a ------- of 25% of a husband’s net salary as a 

“just and proper” amount for -------, leaving divorced women with full 

custody of the children at a quarter of the family income. 

 A. Compensation, allegory B. Benchmark, alimony 

 C. Penalty, hush money D. Target, ex gratia 

 E. Figure, extortion 

Ans:  B 

Q.7.  Diesel is used to transport goods and ------ and therefore has a direct pass-

through impact on retail -----. 

 A. Services, Government B. People, economy 

 C. Pedestrians, industry D. Freights, price 

 E. Commuters, inflation 

Ans:  E 

Q.8.  Hardik Patel ended his fast after 19 days on Wednesday but there was no 

sign of any ------- at any level with the State government, which has showed 

no interest in discussions and instead ------ Mr. Patel’s fast as a “Congress-

sponsored agitation”. 

 A. Settlement, motivated B. Reservation, claimed 

 C. Meeting, planned D. Talks, dubbed 

 E. Contribution, welcomed 

Ans:  D 

 

Q.9.  The supreme court ruled that it is ------ for every listed company to ---- its 

annual financial statements with the registrar of the company otherwise 

punitive measures would be taken against them. 

 A. Necessary, lodge   B. Mandatory, record 

 C. Compulsory, tally D. Obligatory, file 

 E. Desirable, match 

Ans:  D 

Q.10.  The High Court stated that the —————should understand that they 

would not get a licence -------  they do not have basic skills of driving. 

 A. candidates, provided B. applicants, only if 

 C. Authorities, if D. Applicants, if 

 E. candidates, unless 

Ans:  D 

Q.11.  As an example of one famous temple’s  -------- to another, the idol of Pune’s 

Dagdusheth Ganpati temple will spend this year’s Ganesh Chaturthi 

festivities in a --------- of Thanjavur’s iconic Brihadeeswara temple. 

 A. repercussion, model B. structure, parody 

 C. tribute, replica D. contribution, memory 

 E. memorial, contribution 

Ans:  C 

 

 Holistic(adj+) 

 Meaning – one who consider something completely from all angles. समग्र 

 Memory stick – holistic matlab whole +stick. 

 

 Machiavellian(adj-) 

 Meaning - cunning, धूर्त 

 Memory trick – Machiavellian sounds like machhi + wali…..matlab machhi 

wali Machiavellian tarike se machhi bechti hai. 

 

 Labyrinth(n-) 

 Meaning – complex उलझन 

 Memory trick – labyrinth sounds like lab me wiring…lab me wiring hone se 

sab labyrinth ho gya. 

 

 Indignation(n-) 

 Meaning – anger क्रोध 

 Memory trick – meri indigo nation ki shirt fat gyi to main indignation ho 

gya. 

 Hegemony(n+)  

 meaning – dominance / leadership नेरृ्त्व 

 Memory trick – it sounds like hai+money…agar tumhare paas hai money to 

hogi tumhari hegemony. 

 Let one’s hair down(idiom) 

 have a good time, enjoy oneself. आनंद लेना 

 

 Globalization(one word) 

 The idea that the world is developing a single economy and culture as a 

result of improved technology and communications and the influence of 

very large multinational companies. 
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